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1. Introduction

We have each given (in [1] and [7]) proofs of an algebraic result - restated for
our present purposes as (6.2) below - which in effect (see (6.5)) constructs a one-
one correspondence between the points of a symplectic manifold and certain
subalgebras of its Lie algebra of Poisson brackets. Our aim here is, firstly, to
extend this result to the Lie algebras of locally, globally, and conformally
Hamiltonian vector fields determined by the symplectic structure; and then to
utilise it to prove that each of these algebras determines the manifold, as far as
that is possible. In fact, we approach these ’uniqueness theorems’ by studying
certain types of Lie homomorphism (which we classify in Section 7) between
such Lie algebras, rather than by reconstructing the manifold from the algebra;
this method (modelled on that in [6]) both gives and requires less structural
information, but yields more facts about homomorphisms. Indeed, we have
taken no pains to delve more deeply into the structure of our algebras than our
techniques demand, and those techniques are perhaps more interesting than the
results which motivated them.

In Section 2 we present some definitions and facts not related to symplectic
structures; Section 3 introduces the notion of n-ample algebras of vector fields.
In Sections 4 and 5 we review some definitions and notations, and give proofs of
some properties which will be needed subsequently (and one or two which will
not, such as (5.8)). Here we mostly follow, and often refer to, the well-known
paper [2]. Although we allow both the real-analytic and the holomorphic (Stein)
differentiability classes, the results from [2] which we quote are merely local,
and as such hold in these cases without any modification. Then Section 6 gives
the algebraic characterisations of the points of a symplectic manifold, Section 7
classifies suitable homomorphisms, and Section 8 considers the application to
epimorphisms and isomorphisms.

Special cases of the ’uniqueness theorem’ have been proved before (though
not, we believe, published). Our method, however, seems to be the first which
applies simultaneously to so many cases.
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2. Preliminaries on manifolds and on Lie algebras

(2.1 ) In speaking of an n-dimensional manifold M of dass W over the field F, we
shall mean one of three things:

(a) a real paracompact manifold of differentiability class Coo and of real

dimension n, when W denotes Coo and F denotes the real field R;
(b) a real paracompact manifold of differentiability class C03C9 and of real

dimension n (when W denotes C03C9 and F denotes R);
(c) a complex manifold of complex dimension n for which each connected

component is Stein (when W denotes the holomorphic differentiability class
Jf and F denotes the complex field C).

We shall not consider complex manifolds whose components are not Stein,
and shall often omit explicit mention of Y, F, or n.

(2.2) For each of (a), (b), (c), one has an embedding theorem (due to Whitney
[ 14] in case (a), to Remmert and to Narasimhan [12] in case (c), and to Grauert
[8] in case (b)): a connected manifold of dass W and dimension n is CC-

diffeomorphic to a closed Y-submanifold of Fln + 1. (Note that by a ’closed
submanifold’ we understand a ’properly and regularly embedded submanifold’.)

(2.3) For a manifold M of class W, we denote by TM the bundle of tangent
vectors (meaning, in case (c), the tangent vectors of type (1, )), and by T*M the
corresponding cotangent bundle. The vector space over F of exterior forms of
dass W on M (again, in case (c), these forms are to be of type (k, 0) and
holomorphic) will be called S2k(M). The exterior derivative d:03A9k(M) ~ 03A9k+1(M)
is defined as usual; we write its kernel as Z’(M) and its image as Bk+ l(M), with
the convention that 03A9k(M) = 0 when k  0. The chain complex (03A9k(M), d) is the
de Rham complex of M.

(2.4) LEMMA. Let M be a manifold of class W; let p, q E M, p ~ q, and let k be a
nonnegative integer. Given any k-jets (of F-valued functions) at p and q, there
exists f en’(M) which has those k-jets.

Proof. When M = F", this is trivial. (2.2) then gives it in general.

(2.5) For each of the cases of (2.1), there is a de Rham isomorphism

where the cohomology may conveniently be assumed singular. For case (a), this
is de Rham’s theorem. For case (c), it is a well-known consequence of Cartan’s
Theorem B; see, for instance, [4], exposé XX, or p. 80 of [9]. The same argument
may be applied in case (b), where Tognoli [13] has pointed out the validity of
Theorems A and B in a real-analytic version.
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(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let M be a manifold of class CC and dimension n; take
m = 2n + 1. Then there exist F-valued functions x1,..., Xm of class CC on M, such

that, for any integer k ~ 0 and any form 03C8 E 0’(M), there exist F-valued functions
fi1,i2,....ik of class W on M ( for all i1, i2, ... , ik with 1il  i2 ...  ik ~ m), for
which

Proof. It will clearly suffice to prove the result for each component of M
individually. So we may suppose (see (2.2)) that M is Y-embedded in Fm, with
embedding j : M ~ Fm. The natural monomorphism TM ~ j*TFm defined by Tj
dualises to epimorphisms 03C0~: A ~T*Fm|j(M) ~ A tT* M for any ?. Let !)k(M),
!)k(Fm) denote the sheaves of germs of k-forms of class on M, Fm respectively;
then nk induces a sheaf epimorphism (over M)

Let Q = ker J, so that there is an exact sequence

Let Cm be the structure sheaf over M of germs of COO functions in case (a), C03C9

functions in case (b), and holomorphic functions in case (c). Then J is a

homomorphism of (9,-modules, so that Q is also an (9,-module.
Let Y1, ..., y. be the coordinate functions on Fm. Then fl’(F’) is free over the

appropriate structure sheaf (9F-; indeed, it has free generators given by the
sections dyi ̂ ··· A dytk for 1 ~ i  ...  ik ~ m. Hence, as j*OFm = (9, trivi-
ally, j*03A9k(Fm) is free over (9m, and it has free generators (dyi ^ ··· A dyi,)-
induced from the sections

In the C03C9 and holomorphic cases !)k(M) is coherent over OM, and so of course
is the free OM-module j*03A9k(Fm). By Serre’s 3-lemma, then, Q is also coherent
over (9m. From Theorem B (see (2.5)) we know that Hk(Q) = 0 for k &#x3E; 1.

In the COO case, (9m is soft (see [3] or [5]) so that Q is also soft and H1(Q) = 0.
In all three cases, the cohomology exact sequence of (1)

leads to the result that J* is onto. The given form 03C8 e 03A9k(M) is consequently the
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image J* of a section 0 ofj*fik(Fm); but, as remarked at (2),j*!)k(Fm) is free over
(9m, so that there are sections fi1...ik of (9, for which

Applying J* (that is, compounding with J), we obtain after some bookkeeping

where, for each i, xi = Yi 0 j; this is clearly the result.

(2.7) Again let M be a manifold of class Y. Then r(M) will denote the Lie algebra
of sections of TM of class Y. If 5F is a foliation of M of dass W, let 0393(F) be the
Lie subalgebra of r(M) consisting of vector fields everywhere tangent to 97. In
general, if K is a vector subspace of r(M) and p E M, set

(2.8) If oc E S2k(M), let ro(a) denote the class of vector fields of class which leave
oc invariant, and let r(a) be the class of vector fields which operate on a as
multiplication by a locally constant function. In other words, if £f denotes the
Lie derivative,

As Y[X,Y] = [YX, 2 y], it follows that

so that 0393(03B1) is a Lie subalgebra of r(M) and 03930(03B1) a Lie ideal in r(a) (including its
commutator).

(2.9) For any Lie algebra L over F, let Z(L) denote the class of all self-

normalising maximal proper finite-codimensional Lie subalgebras of L. (Notice
that a maximal subalgebra is self-normalising if and only if it is not an ideal, and
that it can be an ideal if and only if it includes the commutator.)
We may call 1:(L) the ’spectrum’ of L.
Let L(n) denote the nth. derived ideal of L, for n = 0, 1, 2, ... ; thus L(0) = L and,

for each n, L(n+1) = [L (n), L(n)]. It will be convenient for technical reasons to
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define the ’n-spectrum’ E"(L) (for n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) as the class of subalgebras Q of
L such that Q E 03A3(L) and also

We have already observed that

Since L(n) is an ideal in L, Q + L(n) is a subalgebra; thus for Q E 1:(L), (1) is
equivalent to

(2.10) LEMMA. Let 4): L1 ~ L2 be a surjective homomorphism of Lie algebras
over F. Then, for any positive integer n,

Proof. Certainly 03A6(q’), 03A6-1(Q) are finite-codimensional Lie subalgebras of
L2, L 1 respectively. Let R be a Lie subalgebra of L2 such that R ;:2 03A6(Q’).
Then 03A6-1(R) ~ Q’; consequently, either 03A6-1(R) = Q’ or 03A6-1(R) = L1, and,
as 03A6 is surjective, R = 03A6(03A6-1(R)) is either O(Q’) or O(Li) = L2. Hence O(Q’)
is either L2 or a maximal proper Lie subalgebra. Similarly, let S be a Lie
subalgebra of L1 such that S ~ 03A6-1(Q); then as 8;:2 (D - ’(0), S = 03A6-1(03A6(S)).
But 03A6(S) ~ Q. Therefore 0(5) = Q or 0(5) = L2, and either S = 03A6-1(Q) or
S = Li; hence 03A6-1(Q) is a maximal proper Lie subalgebra of L1.
Now, if 03A6-1(Q) were a proper Lie ideal of L1, Q = 03A6(03A6-1(Q)) would be a

proper Lie ideal of L2, since 03A6 is surjective; if 03A6(Q’) were a proper Lie ideal of L2,
03A6-1(03A6(Q")) would be a proper Lie ideal in L1 including Q’, and therefore would
be equal to Q’. But neither Q nor Q’ is a Lie ideal (in L2, L1 respectively); so
03A6-1(Q) and O(Q’) are not Lie ideals. This proves (a) and (b) when n = 1.

Finally, suppose n &#x3E; 1. Then, as 03A6 is epimorphic,

whilst, if 03A6-1(Q) ~ Lln), then Q = 03A6(03A6-1(Q)) ~ 03A6(L(n)1) = L(n)2. The results now
follow, by (2.9)(3) and (2.9)(1) respectively.

(2.11) LEMMA. Let L be a Lie algebra over F, and let K be a Lie ideal of L
including L(1).
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Then

(a) if (L, K] = K(1) and Q E 1:(L), there exists NeE(K) such that Q n K z N;
(b) if, for some positive integer n, Q E yn 1 l(L), there exists N E 03A3n(K) such that

Q n K z N.
Proof. Consider case (a). As K is an ideal, K + Q is a Lie subalgebra of L.

However, K e Q; for otherwise, as K ~ L(1), we should have Q ;:2 L(1) and Q
would be an ideal. Hence K + Q ~ Q and, by maximality, K + Q = L.
By hypothesis, [Q, K] ~ [L, K] = K(’). Thus, if K(1) ~ Q, K must normalise

Q and (as K + Q = L) Q must be an ideal in L. This is false, as Q E Z(L); we
deduce that

In case (b), K(n) ~ L(n+1) and, as Q E 03A3n+1(L), it follows immediately that

In either case, K(1) + Q is a subalgebra (as K(1) is an ideal) which is not equal
to Q; thus K(’) + Q = L, and as a consequence

As K ~ Q, K n Q is of finite positive codimension in K. Let N be a maximal
proper subalgebra of K including Q n K (which we may construct by finite
induction). Then, by (2), K(’) + N = K; in view of the maximality of N, this
implies that N ";/2 K(1) and N is not a Lie ideal in K (see (2.9)). This proves (a). For
(b), observe that (1) gives

exactly as (0) led to (2). Ergo, K(") + N = K, which shows N E En(K), by (2.9)(3).

3. Lie algebras of vector fields

(3.1) Once more, let M be a manifold of class W and let L be a Lie subalgebra
(over F) of r(M) (see (2.7)). We shall say that L is n-ample, where n is a positive
integer - more precisely, L is an n-ample subalgebra of r(M) - if, for each p E M,
Lp E 03A3n(L) (see (2.9)).

(3.2) LEMMA. (a) Let L be an n-ample subalgebra of r(M). Then
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(b) Suppose L is a 1-ample subalgebra of r(M) and satisfies (1). Then L is n-
ample.

Proof. (a) By hypothesis, Lp + L(") = L (see (2.9)(3)). The result follows, as
L,(p) = 0 by definition.

(b) If L(n)(p) = L(p), then evidently Lp + L(n) = L. Apply (2.9)(3).

(3.3) LEMMA. Suppose L1, L2 are Lie subalgebras of r(M) such that L1 £; L2
and, for any p ~ M, L1(p) = L2(p). Then, if L1 is n-ample, so is L2.

Proof. Take p E M, and let R be a Lie subalgebra of L2 which includes (L2)p.
Then R n L1 ;:2 (L1)p, and, as L1 is 1-ample, either R n L1 = L, or

R n L1 = (L1)p. As L1( p) = L2(p), certainly

Consequently

If R ~ L1 = Li, (2) and (1) show that R = L2 ; whilst, if R ~ L1 = (L1)p, (2) shows
that R = (L2)p. This establishes the maximality of the subalgebra (L2)p of L2,
and it is evidently of finite codimension therein. If it were an ideal in L2,
(L1)p = Li n (L2)p would be an ideal in Ll, which it is not. This shows that, if L1
is 1-ample, so is L2. If Li is n-ample, by (3.2)(a)

so that L2 is n-ample by (3.2)(b).

4. Symplectic structures and the associated Lie algebras

(4.1) A symplectic manifold (M, co) of class W and dimension 2n is a manifold M
of class and dimension 2n, furnished with an everywhere non-degenerate
closed 2-form 03C9 E Z2(M). Following [2], p. 2, we have then a bundle isomorph-
ism of class Y,

(where i denotes the internal product), which induces isomorphisms, also

denoted by 03BC03C9, of the tensor bundles and their spaces of sections.

(4.2) We have also A = Aro = i(03BC-103C9(03C9)):03A9r+2(M) ~ gr(M) (ibid., p. 3).
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(4.3) Let L*(co) = y, 1(B1(M)) and L(co) = 03BC-103C9(Z1(M)) denote respectively the
spaces of globally and of locally Hamiltonian vector fields on M. Certainly

so that L(03C9) and L*(cv) are Lie subalgebras of the algebra of vector fields, and
(recall (2.8)) [0393(03C9), 0393(03C9)] ~ Iro(co) = L(cv) «3. 1) on p. 6 of [2]). Following ([2], p.
11), we describe fields in 0393(03C9) as ’conformally Hamiltonian’.

(4.4) A foliation F (of class W) of the symplectic manifold (M, w) of dass W will
itself be described as ’symplectic’ if w restricts to an everywhere non-degenerate
form on each leaf of ,9’. Thus the leaves also become symplectic manifolds.
Similarly, a subbundle S (of class Y) of TM is ’symplectic’ if cv restricts to a non-
degenerate form on each fibre of S. Clearly there is the usual correspondence
between symplectic foliations and integrable symplectic subbundles.

(4.5) Given f, g E QO(M), one defines the Poisson bracket (relative to w) by

by an easy computation. This makes Q°(M) into a Lie algebra, which we denote
by A(M). Using the non-degeneracy of w and (2.4), one sees that the centre C(M)
of A(M) consists of the locally constant functions of dass W on M; that is,

Thus d induces a linear isomorphism A(M)/C(M) ~ B1(M), which determines
a Lie algebra structure on B1(M); then 03BC03C9: L*(03C9) - B 1 (M) is a Lie algebra
isomorphism. There is a Lie algebra exact sequence

(4.6) For X, Y ~ L(03C9), one has ([2], (3.3), p. 7)

(4.7) The Lie algebra A(M) is also a commutative associative algebra under
pointwise multiplication of functions, which is related to the Lie algebra
structure by the structural equation derived from (4.5)(1)
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(4.8) PROPOSITION. For every n ~ 1 and every p E M,

Proof. To avoid messy calculations, let us use the theorem of Darboux to
construct coordinates (xl, ... x2n) of class W on a neighbourhood of p such that
03C9 is represented on that neighbourhood as 03A3ni=1 dxi A dXn+i’ In these coor-
dinates, y. 1 has the form

thus, in terms of principal parts, 03BC-103C9 is represented by a constant linear
isomorphism

For a scalar-valued function f, and x in the chart in question, df(x) is represented
by the derivative Df(x) E (F2n)*; thus J(Df(x)) represents MI, 1(df)(x), and the kth.
derivative in these coordinates of XI = 03BC-103C9 1(df) at p is obtained by identifying
Dk+1f(p) ~ (~k+1F2n)* with a linear mapping ~kF2n ~ (F2")* and compounding
with J. 

(A) We now claim inductively that, given integers k &#x3E;_ 0,0 ~ ~ ~ k, and nonzero
vectors 03BE ~ ~~ F2n, ~~F2n, there exists XE(L*(w))(n) such that D"X(p) = 0 when
r ~ k and r ~ ~, whilst D~X(p). 03BE = il. For n = 0, take X = X f, where D1(p) = 0
for r  k + 1 and r ~ ~ + 1, and D~+1f(p) is a symmetric element of (~~+1F2n)*
such that De + 1f(p) · (03BE Q r) = J-1(~) · i for each element T of a basis of F2". The
existence of such a symmetric multilinear map is an elementary exercise using
multinomials; the existence of a suitable f E A(M) follows from (2.4).

Suppose the claim established for arbitrary k, ?, 03BE, ~ and given n ~ 0, and take
X E (L*(03C9))(n) so that X(p) :0 0, DX(p) = 0, D2X(p) = 0,..., Dk+ 1X(p) = 0. Then
for any Y E r(M), the local coordinate representations of [X, Y] are

and so on to Dk[X, Y](p) = Dk+1Y(p)·(, X(p)) + terms combining lower
derivatives of Y and higher derivatives (to order k + 1) of X; by choice of X,
then,
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If Y is chosen in (L*(w))(n) so that D Y(p) = 0,..., Dty(p) = 0, D~+2Y(p) = 0, ...
Dk+1 Y(p) = 0, and D~+1Y(p) · (03BE 0 X( p)) tl, it follows that [X, Y] satisfies the
required conditions, and of course it is an element of (L*(03C9))(n+1). This proves the
claim.

Now take k = e = 0 and the Proposition follows.
Note. The result when M is real follows instantly from (5.5). In the complex

case, however, the above argument seems the simplest (though not the most
conclusive) available, and is largely needed anyway for the next result.

(4.9) LEMMA. Let X E r(M), p E M, and X(p) ~ 0; suppose B is a subspace of
r(M) which includes L*(w). Then the subspace of B

is of infinite codimension in B.
Proof. Use the coordinate system introduced in the proof of (4.8). Applying

(4.8)(1) inductively, we find that in terms of these coordinates

+ terms in lower-order derivatives of Y at p;

but, by the assertion (4.8)(A), there exists for each n ~ 1 a field Y E L*(cv) such
that Y( p) = 0, D Y( p) = 0,..., D" Y( p) = 0, Dn+ 1 Y(p) · (X(p), X(p), ..., X(p)) ~ 0.
Thus YjXY(p) = 0 for 0 ~ j  n, whilst YnXY(p) ~ 0. This evidently proves the
result.

5. Commutators in the Lie algebras

(5.1) In this section, (M, cv) is a fixed symplectic manifold of class and
dimension 2n, and we abbreviate the previous notations (from §§2, 4) A(M),
Qr(M), zr(M), Br(M), J.lro’ Aro, [ , ]03C9, to A, 03A9r, Zr, Br, 03BC, , [ , ] respectively. As
in [2], p. 2, set ~ = wn/n! E Q2n, the symplectic volume form. We have

This follows instantly from L(cv) = 03930(03C9) (see (4.3)).
The symplectic adjunction operator *, defined on p. 2 of [2], satisfies
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For the symplectic coderivative £5: 03A9p ~ 03C9P-1: a ~ ( -1)p * d * a, one has

as is proved in [10] and quoted as (1.8)(a) on p. 3 of [2].

(5.2) THEOREM.

Moreover, there exist elements xl, X2, ..., Xm of A (where k = 4n + 1) such that
the mapping

is surjective.
Proof. Suppose first that g, h E A. Then, by (4.5)(2) and (5.1)(1),

(i denotes the interior product, and we have used the fact that Q2n = Z2n). Hence
[g, h]~ ~ B2n.
For the converse, suppose f ~ A and f~ ~ B2n. So there exists 03B2~03A92n-1 such

that fri = d03B2, and consequently

Let x1, x2, ... , xm be as in (2.6) (with the difference that the dimension of M is
now 2n). Hence, as */3 E QI, there exist functions fI’ f2, ..., fm E A such that

It follows that

by (5.1)(3), since A has degree - 2

by (4.5)(1). This shows that f E A(1), and completes the proof.
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(5.3) COROLLARY. There is a canonical isomorphism A/A(1) ~ H 2n (M; F).
Proof. The map A --+ S22": f - fq is an isomorphism; by (5.2), it carries A(1) on

to B 2n . As 03A92n = z2n, the result follows.

(5.4) NOTES. Both A and H2n(M; F) are direct products of the corresponding
functors of the individual components of M. When M is real (whether COO or cro),
1 will define the fundamental class of each compact component; for each

noncompact component, the top cohomology vanishes. Thus the isomorphism
A ~ 03A92n:f ~ f~ of (5.3) induces, via inclusion C0 ~ A and projection
03A92n ~ H2"(M; F), an isomorphism of the space Co of locally constant F-valued
functions (COO or C03C9 as appropriate) of compact support on M with H2n(M; F).
Since Co is clearly an abelian ideal of A, (5.3) now yields a Lie direct sum
decomposition A = Co (3 A(1). As Co is central, one deduces in turn that

A(1) = A(2).
These arguments do not hold in the complex case (2.1)(c). In that case, the top

dimension for F-cohomology, namely 2n, is only the middle topological
dimension, and, even for connected M, the dimension of H 2n(M; F) may be any
finite integer or countably infinite. Indeed, let E be any discrete subset of C, and
endow M = (CBE) X (CB{0})2n-1 with the trivial symplectic structure (as a
subset of C2n). The 2n th Betti number of M is the number of points of E, and M
is clearly Stein.

Surprisingly few examples of compact real symplectic manifolds are known.
For a fairly recent, though inconclusive, survey, see [11]. There has been some
progress since (by Gromov and McDuff in particular).

(5.5) LEMMA. Let M be a real symplectic manifold, of class COO or C03C9. Then

Proof. By (4.5)(4), L*(03C9) ~ A/C(M); by (5.4), A = C0 ~ A(1), where

Co - C(M). Hence [L*(cv), L*(cv)] = L*(03C9). This suffices (see (4.3)).

(5.6) LEMMA. Let M be a real symplectic manifold of class COO or C03C9, and

suppose the symplectic form w is exact. Then

Furthermore, 0393(03C9) is the semi-direct product of its derived ideal L(co) with an
abelian subalgebra isomorphic to C(M).

Proof. See [2], p. 12. (We write r instead of L5, w in place of F; (5.5) must be
invoked in the CW case, and our formulation allows M not to be connected).
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(5.7) LEMMA. Let M be a symplectic manifold of class W. Then

(Compare (5.5)).
Proof. In view of (4.5)(4), [L*(a», L*(cv)] consists of the images under 03BC-1d of

elements of A(1), which are characterized by (5.2). Suppose XE L(w) and
Y E L*(cv), so that Y = 03BC-1(df) for some f E A and !£ xw = !£ yw = 0 (see (4.3)).
Hence, by (4.6),

and it is enough, by (5.2), to show that A(p(X) A df)~ E B2n.
Now

But

This completes the proof.

(5.8) LEMMA. Let M be a connected symplectic manifold of class CC, and suppose
the symplectic form co is not exact. Then 0393(03C9) = L(cv) = 03930(03C9).

Proof. See p. 11 of [2] (after (5.4)); no change is needed.
Note that when M is compact, cv cannot be exact (as ri is not).

6. Spectra

(6.1) By a Poisson algebra over the field F, we mean a commutative associative
algebra A furnished with an F-bilinear operation

with respect to which it is also a Lie algebra over F, and satisfies the structural
relation
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for all f, g, h ~ A. Thus, in particular, A(M) is a Poisson algebra over F when
(M, cv) is a symplectic manifold of class 16 (see (4.7)).
Given a Poisson algebra A over F, let m(A) denote the set of all maximal

finite-codimensional proper associative ideals J in A, and let E(A) be as in (2.9).
The theorem which follows is proved (in superficially different formulations) in
[7] and in [1].

(6.2) THEOREM. Suppose the Poisson algebra A satisfies:

(a) A2 = A,
(b) for any J ~ m(A), the Lie normaliser

is a proper finite-codimensional linear subspace of A.
Then the mapping J ~ 91 A(J) establishes a one-one correspondence between

m(A) and E(A).

(6.3) Now let (M, 03C9) be a symplectic manifold of class CC and positive dimension.
Given p E M, define

On p. 17 of [6] it is proved that the map p H p* furnishes a bijection between M
and m(A(M)). In addition,

(6.4) LEMMA.

Proof. Suppose g E A(M) and dg(p) = 0; then, by (4.5)(1), [f, g]03C9 ~ p*. This
proves that N(M, p) ~ 91A(M)(P*)’ Conversely, suppose g ~ nA(M)(p*) but

dg( p) = 0. As 03C9 is non-degenerate at p, there exists XE T*pM for which

By (2.4), there exists f E p* with df(p) = x. Thus [ f, g]03C9(P) ~ 0 and g e nA(M)(P*).
This completes the proof.

(6.5) THEOREM. The map p H N(M, p) constitutes a bijection of M with
1:(A(M)).

Proof. As remarked in (6.3), p ~ p*: M - 03A3(A(M)) is bijective; hypothesis
(6.2)(a) is trivial, and (6.2)(b) follows from (6.4). Thus the result follows from (6.2)
and (6.4).
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(6.6) THEOREM. The map p ~ N*(M, p) = (L*(03C9))p (see (2.7)) constitutes a
bijection of M with 03A3(L*(03C9)).

Proof. Any proper self-normalising Lie subalgebra of A(M) necessarily
includes the Lie centre C(M), so its image under y. Id must be proper (see
(4.5)(4)); thus, by (2.10), 03BC-103C9d induces a bijection £(A(M)) - 03A3(L*(03C9)). The result
follows from (6.5) (and the definition (4.1)).

(6.7) LEMMA. The subalgebras L*(w), L(w), F(co), r(M) of r(M) are n-ample for
each n ~ 1.

Proof. By (4.8), (L*(w»(n)(p) = TpM = (L*(w))(p) for each p E M and each n. By
(6.6), L*(cv) is 1-ample. By (3.2)(b), L*(co) is n-ample. By (3.3), the same holds for
L(03C9), F(03C9), and h(M).

(6.8) THEOREM. The map p ~ N(M, p) = (L(03C9))p (see (2.7)) constitutes a

bijection of M with Y-(L(to».
Proof By (6.7), N(M, p) E 03A3(L(03C9)) for each p E M. Secondly, for each p

so that (by (6.6))N(M, ) must be one-one. It remains to show that N(M, ) is
surjective. So let Q E 03A3(L(03C9)). In (2.11)(a), take L = L(03C9) and K = L*(w); the
hypotheses are satisfied, by (4.3) and (5.7). Thus there exists N E 03A3(L*(03C9)) with
Q n L*(03C9) ~ N. By (6.6) again, there exists p E M such that N = (L*(03C9))p. This
does not immediately show Q ~ (L(6o))p.
Now [Q, Ql z [L(co), L(ce)1 z L*(03C9), and consequently Q(1) ~ Q n L*(w). If

there exists X E Q for which X(p) ~ 0, it follows that

and, by induction, FnX Y ~ Q ~ L*(03C9) ~ N ~ (L(03C9))p for all n ~ 1; but, as

X(p) ~ 0, the subspace

is of infinite codimension in L(cv), by (4.9). This contradicts the definition of Q,
and we conclude that each X ~ Q vanishes at p ; that is, Q ~ (L(03C9))p. But, as Q is
maximal, it follows that Q = (L(co))p, and this completes the proof.

(6.9) LEMMA. For each n ~ 1, 03A3(A(M)) = 03A3n(A(M)), 03A3(L*(03C9)) = 1:n(L*(w)), and
03A3(L(03C9)) = 03A3n(L(03C9)). (See (2.9)).

Proof. By (3.2)(b), (4.8), both L*(w) and L(w) are n-ample; by (6.7), (6.8), this
means every element of their spectra is also in the corresponding n-spectrum.
The converse inclusion is trivial (see (2.9)). As in the proof of (6.6), (2.10) gives a
one-one correspondence Y-"(A(M» ~ 03A3n(L*(03C9)) induced by 03BC-103C9d; thus the first
assertion follows.
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(6.10) THEOREM. For any n ~ 2, the map p ~ (M,p) = (r(w))p (see (2.7))
constitutes a bijection of M with 03A3n(0393(03C9)). In particular, 03A3n(0393(03C9)) does not depend
on n when n ~ 2.

Proof. Repeat the proof of (6.8), reading L*(co) for L(co), 0393(03C9) for L(w), (6.8) for
(6.6), g(M, p) for (M, p), Z" for 03A3, (2.11)(b) for (2.11)(a); and suppressing
mention of (5.7).

(6.11) REMARKS. It is definitely untrue in general that every element of
03A3(0393(03C9)) is of the form (r(cv))p for some p E M. Suppose that M is real, with first
Betti number 1, and that 03C9 is exact. (An example would be M = S1 x R, as
quotient of 1R2 with the ’constant’ symplectic structure dx1 A dx2). Then (5.5),
(5.6), (4.3) show that

0393(03C9)/L(03C9) ~ H°(M; R); L(w) has a complementary subalgebra B in 0393(03C9).

Thus L*(cv) + B = 0393(03C9)(2) + B is a subalgebra of F(co) which is proper and
maximal (being of codimension 1), and does not include 0393(03C9)(1); so it belongs to
1:(r(w)). However, it cannot be of the form (0393(03C9))p, since it includes L*(w). This
example suggests how (6.10) might be proved otherwise, at least in the real case;
and clarifies why it is precisely 1:2 that is crucial.

It is worth noting that (6.8) and (6.10) in effect prove that, in their specific
circumstances, the subalgebras N of (2.11)(a), (b) respectively are unique and
equal to Q n K.

7. Homomorphisms

(7.1) LEMMA. Let Mi(i = 1, 2) be a manifold of class CC, and let w be a closed 2-
form of class W on M2 which is non-zero on a dense subset of M2. Assume Ml has
dimension greater than 1, and write Ai for A(Mi).

Suppose : B1(M1) ~ Ql(M 2) is an F-linear map such that, for any f E Al, there
exists c(f) E C(M2) for which

and 03C8: M2 ~ M1 is any map which is not constant on any component of M2. If, for
any p E M2 and f E A1,

then 03C8 is a submersion of class CC, and there exists Co E C(M2) such that, for all
f E Al, (df) = c003C8*(df).
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Proof.

Thus (2) gives at each point of M2

Applying (3) with g = f and with g = f2 in turn, we find

and

Choose g E A 1 so that dg(03C8(p)) ~ 0 (see (2.4)). Then, by (2), [(dg)](p) ~ 0, and
there is a neighbourhood U of p on which (dg) does not vanish. Now (d(g2))
and (dg) are forms of class Y; as à(dg) does not vanish on U, (4) shows that g 0 03C8
is of dass W on U.

Retaining the same g, consider (3) with arbitrary f ~ A1. Since (d(fg)), (dg),
(df) are forms of class W, (dg) does not vanish on U, and g 0 03C8 is a function of
dass W on U, we deduce that f 0 ¡fi is of dass W on U. However, as p was

arbitrary, it follows that f o 03C8 ~ A2. Hence - for instance by the embedding
theorems (2.2) - we find that 03C8: M 2 -+ M1 is of class Y.

Again, take arbitrary f E Al’ Differentiate (4), and apply (1):

(Notice we are using the fact, just proved, that f 0 t/J E A2.) Similarly, from (5),

Substituting from (6) in (7), and recalling that co is nonzero on a dense subset, we
have

In this equality, c(f3), c( f 2), and c( f ) are locally constant; so differentiate:
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Suppose now that 03C8*d(f2) = 2(f - 03C8)d(f o 03C8) does not vanish at p. Thus it
does not vanish on an open neighbourhood U of p; and, on U, (8) reduces to

Differentiating, 0 = c(f) · d(f 0 03C8) on U; but as d(f 0 03C8) is there nonzero, c( f ) = 0
on U. In effect, then, c( f ) = 0 at any point where 03C8*(d(f2)) does not vanish. It is
easy to see from (2.4) that, for any q ~ M2, and any f ~ A1, there exist gq, hq E A,
such that f = gq + hq and 03C8*d(g2q)(q) ~ 0, 03C8*d(h2q)(q) ~ 0. Thus

and c( f ) = 0 at all points of M2; so that (2) becomes

Differentiate (3), and use (9). We find that, for any f, g ~ A1,

Taking f = g, we have in particular

Define

In (11), both factors are 1-forms. It follows that, at each point p ~ S(f), there is a
scalar ef(p) such that

Again by (2) - and by (2.4) -  induces a linear monomorphism

for each p ~ M2. As M, is of dimension greater than 1, so is the image of (pp.
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Given g, h E A 1 and p E S(g) n S(h), one may therefore choose k E A1, by (2.4), so
that

Taking h in place of f and k in place of g in (10), and substituting from (12),

so that eg(p) = ek(p) by (14); and similarly ek(P) = eh(p).
Once more, (2.4) shows that the sets S(f) cover M2 as f varies over A,. So we

have shown that there is a well-defined function e on M2 such that, for any f ~ A1
and any p E S( f ),

But, in view of (2), this equality holds automatically when p~S(f). It also shows
that, on S(f) (and hence everywhere), e is of class Y.

Differentiate (15), recalling (9). Thus

or, for each p E M2,

As remarked at (13), ijJp has image of dimension not less than 2, and (by (2.4)) all
its elements are of the form p(df(03C8(p))) for some f ~ A1. Thus (16) can only hold
for all f ~ A1 if de(p) = 0; and p was arbitrary, so e is locally constant. Now, if e
vanishes at any point, it vanishes on a whole component of M2, and (12) implies
that 03C8*(df) vanishes at all points of this component for any f E A 1. Ergo, the
tangent map of g/ vanishes at each point of the component (using (2.4)), and 03C8 is
constant thereon. This is contrary to hypothesis; so e does not vanish.

Finally, as ijJp is monomorphic (see (13)), (12) shows that

is also monomorphic, for each P ~ M2. Thus 1/1: M 2 --+ Mi is a submersion. (Of
course co is just the reciprocal of the non-vanishing function e.)
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(7.2) THEOREM. Let (Mi, coi) be a symplectic manifold of positive dimension
and of class CC, for i = 1, 2. Write Mi for 03BC03C9i. Then

is a Lie algebra homomorphism over F whose image is a 1-ample subalgebra of
r(M2) (see (3.1)) if and only if there are a submersion of class CC

and a nowhere vanishing function Co E C(M2), with the properties that

is a symplectic subbundle of TM2 of class W;

1 n these circumstances, the following additional properties must also hold:

(d) D is an integrable subbundle of TM2, with corresponding symplectic foliation
F of (M2, 03C92) (see (4.4));

(e) on each leaf of F, 03C8 is a local diffeomorphism (both a submersion and an
immersion);

(f) the formula (c) extends ~ to a Lie algebra homomorphism

such that (0393(M1)) ~ 0393(F) (see (2.7)) and (0393(03C91)) ~ L(W2)’
(L*(03C91)) ~ L*(03C92);

(g) (~p ~ M2)(~X ~ 0393(M1)) 03C8*p((X))(p) = X(03C8(p)) (that is, X and (X) are .p-
related);

(h)  = c003C8*: A(M1) ~ A(M2) is also a Lie algebra homomorphism, which quot-
ients (see (4.5)(4)) to ~:L*(03C91) - L*(W2); that is,

(i) ~(L*(03C91)), ~(L(03C91)), ~(0393(03C91)), and ~(0393(M1)) are n-ample subalgebras of
r(M2), for any n  1;

(j) 03C8 and co are uniquely determined by ~.

(7.3) NOTES. For convenience, we shall usually write Ai for A(Mi), Lr for
L*(03C9i), Li for L(toi), ri for F(coi). However, F(Mi) will not be abbreviated. With
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these conventions, (6.2)(f) and (h) may be described by the commutative diagram
of Lie algebra homomorphisms

It is not in general true that O(Fl) 9 r2. The reason is that the requirements of
the theorem only specify the restriction of cv2 to D, whilst r2 is defined in terms
of cv2 on TM2. (Counterexamples are easily constructed in which M, = F2m,
with trivial symplectic structure 03C91, and M2 = F2", with 03C8 as a linear

epimorphism but W2 non-constant.) We do not know of any conditions
appropriate to the present context that would make ~(03931) ~ r2.

It is worth noting that (7.2)(e) expresses the fact that F is transverse to the
foliation of M2 by the fibres of 03C8. Thus M2 decomposes locally as a product, in a
fashion which (unlike the local representation of a submersion) is completely
determined by the data.

(7.4) PROOF OF (7.2). Suppose in the first place that cp: L*1 ~ r2 is a Lie

algebra homomorphism whose image K* = cp(LT) is 1-ample. By (2.10),

Write then use (6.6) to define

It follows immediately that, for any X E L* and p E M2,

Set

Then : B1(M1) ~ Ql(M 2) is certainly linear over F, and, whenever f E A,,
P E M2, (2) gives
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Suppose there were a component Q of M2 on which 03C8 were constant with
value a E M1. Then, if X E L* were such that ~(X) vanish at q E Q, (2) would give
X(a) = 0, and, in turn, qJ(X) would therefore vanish at all points of Q. Hence, for

any q E Q, the Lie subalgebra K* of qJ(Lt) would actually be a Lie ideal; this
contradicts the hypothesis that qJ(Lt) is 1-ample.
Now apply (7.1), whose hypotheses have all been verified. Thus 03C8 is a

submersion of class W, and there is an everywhere non-zero function Co E C(M2)
such that

However, ç is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Thus, for any X, YE Li, we have
from (4.6)

Subsituting (5) and (3),

as co is locally constant, this means

Hence the function on M2

is locally constant. Once more, let Q be a component of M2, and take q E Q;
suppose first that ~(X) is not identically zero on Q.

Certainly X = 03BC-11(df) for some f E A1; clearly one may adjust f by a constant
to make f ° 03C8(q) = 0. By (2), df cannot vanish at all points of 03C8(Q) (since ~(X) is
not identically zero on Q), and so there exists P E Q with f o 03C8(p) ~ 0. Now set
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Applying (6), F(X1, Y)(q) = F(X2, Y)(p) = 0. Since F(X1, Y) and F(X2, Y) are
constant on Q (see (6)), it follows that

vanishes at all points of Q. The same conclusion is trivial when cp(X) is

identically zero on Q. We deduce that

Use (4.1) to rewrite this (in a self-explanatory notation) as

From (5) and (3), this can be expressed as

As co is everywhere non-zero, it follows that, for all X, YELT, p E M2,

In view of (2.4), 03BC1(Y) may take arbitrary values at 03C8(p). Ergo,

(That is, X and ~(X) are 03C8-related when X E L1.)
Again, applying (5) and (3),

and, because of (2.4), we deduce

As 03C8 is a submersion, D, as defined in the statement of (7.2xa), is a subbundle of
TM2; (9) states in effect that

It follows that D is an integrable subbundle of TM2, since, for each p E M2, it has
a base of sections in a neighbourhood of p furnished by vector fields in the Lie
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subalgebra K* of r(M2), and the bracket of two such fields also takes values
in D.

Now, if 03BE E Dp, and (Vq E Dp) 03C92(03BE, q) = 0, we may use (10) to write ç = qJ(X)(p)
for some X ~ L*1. Then, again by (10),

Recalling (7), we see that this entails

so that, by (2.4) and the non-degeneracy of col at 03C8(p),

and, by (2), ~(X)(p) = 03BE = 0. This proves that W2 is non-degenerate on D. By
(4.4), D generates a symplectic foliation F of M2, and of course K* c 0393(F) by
(10) (see (2.7)).

Substitute (8) in (7); we find that, for p E M2 and X, Y E L1,

which, with (10), shows that W2 and c003C8*(03C91) agree on D. We have now proved
that the conditions (a), (b), (c) are necessary.

Suppose in turn that 03C8 and co are given and (a), (b) are satisfied. Let p E M2,
and let ç E T:(p)M 1 be such that

Then

or (see (4.1))

By (a), 03BC-12 03C8*p03BE ~ Dp. Since 03C92 is non-degenerate on Dp, this shows 03BC-12 03C8*p03BE = 0.
However, 03C8 is a submersion, and consequently
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is injective; therefore 03BE = 0. Referring back to our hypothesis (11), we have
shown that

Take : 

Since W2 is non-degenerate on Dp, by (a), this implies that

Observe that (13) establishes the surjectivity of 03C8*p|Dp, whilst (14) gives its
injectivity; this proves (7.2)(e). Also, (13) and (14) together lead to

Define

Then, by (15), we have instantly

as asserted by (7.2)(g). That ~(0393(M1)) ~ 0393(F), as stated in (7.2)(f), is immediate
from the definitions of ~ and D.
By definition (see (4.3)), X ~ L1 ~ d(03BC1(X)) = 0. In that case, d(03BC2~(X)) =

d(c003C8*03BC1X) = c003C8*(d(03BC1X)) = 0, so that ip(L1) £; L2. Likewise, if

X = 03BC-11(df) ~ L*1, where f ~ A1, then

We write ~ for ~|L*1: L*1 ~ r2. Notice that ( f ) has been proved.
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so that ç is the quotient linear map of Ç (see (4.5)(4)). Secondly, given f, g ~ A1
and p E M2, apply (4.5)(2) and (19).

(by the hypotheses (a) and (b))

Consequently : A1 ~ A2 is a Lie algebra homomorphism (and so must be its
quotient map ~: L1 -+ L*). This proves (h).

Again, take p E M2. Repeating an earlier argument (see (10) and its sequel), use
(2.4) to take functions f1,f2,..., fm E Al such that the fields iÀl ’ df , for 1  i  m,

form a local basis for TM, over a neighbourhood of 03C8(p). The definitions of ç
and of D (see (16), (7.2)(a)) show - since 03C8 is a submersion, so that ç is injective in
each fibre - that ç transforms these fields into a local basis for D over a

neighbourhood of p. Because ç is a Lie homomorphism, it follows that D is an
integrable subbundle, as stated in (7.2)(d).

Let X, Y E 0393(M1). Then, as X and ~(X), Y and ijJ(Y), are 03C8-related (see (17)), so
are [X, Y] and [~(X), 9(Y)]; that is,

However, Ç(X) and ~(Y) are in 0393(F); therefore so is [~(X), ~(Y)], and [~(X),
~(Y)](p) ~ Dp. But, as already remarked, 03C8*p|Dp is injective (see (14)), and (20)
must imply that

(at the arbitrary point p E M2). This completes the proof of ( f ); (k) is obvious.
The only assertion which remains to be proved is (7.2Xj). Now, from the

definition (16), and by the injectivity of 03C8*p,
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for any p E M2 and X E r(M 1)’ As an immediate consequence,

On the other hand, ~(L*1)(p) = ~(L1)(p) = ~(03931)(p) = ~(0393(M1))(p) = D p by the
definitions (7.2)(a) and (16), and by (2.4). Therefore (22) entails that

As ~ is a Lie algebra homomorphism (see (21) above), we may apply (2.10)(b).
Since (L*1)03C8(p) E 03A3n(L*1), (L1)03C8(p) E 03A3n(L1), (0393(M1))03C8(p) E 03A3n(0393(M1)), (03931)03C8(p) E 03A3n(03931)
for all n &#x3E; 1, by (6.7), we deduce from (23) and (2.10)(b) that

~{(L*1)03C8(p)} ~ 03A3n(~(L*1)) and so on. In turn, (22) now proves that

(ip(Lf))p E 03A3n(~(L*1)), and similarly in the other cases. This completes the proof of
(7.2)(j).

REMARK. In this theorem, L*(col) occupies a special position because of the
use of Bl(M 1) in (7.1). To extend the result to L(03C91) and 0393(03C91), we require a
technical lemma.

(7.5) LEMMA. Let R be a Lie algebra over F, and S an ideal of R. Suppose that

03C31, (J 2 are Lie algebra homomorphisms R - F(M2), and

Then al = a2’

(Note that (b), (c) imply that 03C31(R), a2(R) are 1-ample, by (3.3)).
Proof. Take any p E M2 and X E R. By (c),

and so there exists Y ~ S such that

Now, for any Z E S, apply (a):
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(as S is an ideal and UIIS = 03C32|S). Hence

Suppose u(Z) E (03C3(S))p. Then [u(Z), u(Y)] = a[Z, Y] E u(S), as S is an ideal of
R; and (2) expresses [u(Z), Q(Y)] as the bracket of two elements of (0393(M2))p - see
(1). Consequently,

It follows that (03C3(S))p + Fu(Y) is a subalgebra of a(S). If 03C3(Y) ~ (03C3(S))p, then (b)
implies that (03C3(S))p + Fu(Y) = a(S); in turn, (3) now tells us that (a(S»p is an ideal
in u(S), which contradicts (b). So a(Y)E(a(S)p, and, by (1), this means that
03C31(X)(p) = a 2(X)(P). The result follows.

(7.6) THEOREM. Let (Mi, coi) be a symplectic manifold of positive dimension and
of class CC, for i = 1, 2. Then

is a Lie algebra homomorphism over F whose image is a 1-ample subalgebra of
r(M2) (see (3.1)) if and only if there exist 03C8 and co, as in (7.2), such that (7.2Xa)-(c)
hold. In this case (7.2)(d)-(k) also hold.

Proof Let ~(L1) = K and qJ(LT) = K*. Given p E M2, Kp ~ 03A3(K) by hypo-
thesis ; so ~-1(Kp) ~ 03A3(L1), by (2.10)(a), and there exists q E M1 such that

qJ -1(Kp) = (L1)q by (6.8). But now

and

However, (L*1)q ~ 03A3(L*1) by (6.6), so that, by (2.10)(b) applied to (1), either

K*p E E(K*) or K* = K*. Suppose, if possible, that K*p = K*. Then K p ;:2 K* and
~-1(Kp) = (L1)q ~ Li, which is impossible. The contradiction establishes that
Kp ~ 03A3(K*). Thus K * is 1-ample, and (7.2) may be applied to 9 1 L*. In particular,
~|L*1 extends to a Lie algebra homomorphism (~|L*1)- : 0393(M1) ~ 0393(M2) such
that (~|L*1)-(L1) ~ L2, which is given by the formula (7.2)(c).
To complete the proof that (7.2)(a) - (c) are necessary, it is therefore only

necessary to demonstrate that
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Take in (7.5) R = L1, S = L* (and recall that L*1 ~ [L1, L1], by (4.3)); (11 = ~,
62 = (~|L*1)-|L1. The hypothesis (7.5)(a) is automatic, whilst (7.5)(b) has just
been proved (K* is 1-ample). As for (7.sxc), we have for each p E M2

by (3.2)(a), since ~(L1) is 1-ample; and, since (7.2)(j) assures us that (~|L*1)-(L1) is
also 1-ample, the same argument applies to it. This proves (7.5)(c). The required
equality (2) now follows. (The converse implication, that (7.2xa)-(c) are

sufficient, is already contained in (7.2)(f), (j).)

(7.7) THEOREM. Let (Mi, 03C9i) be a symplectic manifold of positive dimension and
of class CC, for i = 1, 2. Then, if

is a Lie algebra homomorphism over F whose image is a 2-ample subalgebra of
F(M2) (see (3.1)), there exist 03C8 and co, as in (7.2), such that (7.2Xa)-(k) hold.

Proof. Repeat the proof of (7.6), reading E2 in place of X, L1 instead of L*, 03931
instead of L1, and (7.6) in place of (7.2). (Note also that 2-ample implies 1-ample.)

(7.8) NOTES. As remarked in (7.3), the formula (7.2)(c) defines a homomorph-
ism 0393(M1) ~ F(M2) which need not carry rI into r2. Thus there can be no
converse implication in (7.7). Nor would it be sufficient to require only that ~(03931)
be 1-ample. Take Mi = M2 = Si x R, and let x denote the standard coordinate
in R, 0 the standard local coordinate in Si (defined modulo 2n). The symplectic
form is to be d0 A dx = d( - x d0), as in (6.11). Now - again compare (6.11) -

(Direct computation shows that these choices for X and Y are possible.) Observe
that [X, Y] = X, so that X and Y span a subalgebra Q of F, which is

complementary to the ideal L*. Define the quotient-inclusion homomorphism
cp: 03931 ~ r 2 by: ~|L*1 = 0, 91Q is the identity map of Q. Then cp(r 1) = Q is 1-

ample (but not 2-ample, since Q(2) = 0). Indeed,

and so Qp = {(03B1 + 03B2x)X: oc + px(P) = 0} does not include Q(1) and is of codimen-
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sion 1, which shows it is in E(Q). However, ~ cannot be derived from g/ and co as
in (7.2); if it were, its image would have to be infinite-dimensional.
Although it is convenient to consider 1-ample or 2-ample images in order to

deduce (7.6) and (7.7) from (7.2), these are not conditions of a very explicit kind,
and from the algebraic point of view they are quite unsatisfactory.

8. Epimorphisms

We retain the conventions of (7.3).

(8.1) THEOREM. Let (Mi, coi) be a symplectic manifold of class W and of positive
dimension, for i = 1, 2. Then

(See Section 5 for the significance in certain situations of the equalities asserted.)

The proof of this result, with that of (8.2), will be given at (8.3).

(8.2) THEOREM. Given (Mi, coi) as in (8.1), suppose that either (a) ~: L1 --+ L2,
or (b) 9: L1 ~ L2, or (c) 9: 03931 ~ r 2, is a Lie algebra epimorphism. In each case,
there is a diffeomorphism 03C8 of M2 with an open and closed subset of Ml, and a
function Co E C(M2) which is everywhere non-zero, such that (J)2 = c003C8*(03C91) and
the map ~: 0393(M1) ~ r(M2) defined by

is a Lie algebra homomorphism satisfying the equality

and agreeing with ~ on the domain of (fJ. Both 03C8 and Co are uniquely determined
by ~.

(8.3) Proof of (8.1) and (8.2). Let us write V for the domain, and W for the range,
of ~, in each of the nine cases. By (6.7), W is 2-ample. Thus, in every case, either
(7.2) or (7.6) or (7.7) applies, and the assertions (7.2)(a)-(k) hold.
By (7.2)(f), ~(0393(M1)) ~ 0393(F). As ~ is an epimorphism and W;:2 L*2, it follows

that Li ç ~(V) ~ 0393(F). Use (4.8): the subbundle D tangent to F must be the
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whole of TM2. Hence, by (7.2)(e), 03C8 is a local diffeomorphism of M2 with an open
subset of M1.
Suppose p, q E M2 and p ~ q. By (2.4), there exists X ~ L* with X(p) = 0 but

X(q) ~ 0. But there exists Y ~ V such that X = qJ(Y); by (7.2)(c), then, Y(03C8(p)) = 0
and Y(03C8(q)) ~ 0, and so 03C8(p) ~ 03C8(q). This proves that 03C8 is one-one, and therefore
maps each individual component of M2 diffeomorphically on to an open set in
Mi (although we do not yet know that it is a homeomorphism of M2 with
03C8(M2)). Ergo, we may define 03C8-1*(X|03C8(M2))~0393(M2), for given X E r(M1), by
treating each component of M2 separately.
Take p E M2 and Y E Tp M2. Then

As p is an arbitrary point of M2 and 03C8*Y is an arbitrary element of T"’(p)M l’ we
deduce

thus proving (8.2)(1).
Let C be any component of M2, and Ci the component of M 1 which includes

03C8(C). Suppose x is in the closure of 03C8(C) (and therefore in CI), By (4.8), there
exists X ~ L*1 such that X(x) ~ 0. Define Y ~ 0393(M2) to agree with 03C8-1*(X) on C
and to vanish elsewhere. Then YEL2, since (1) applies on C (compare (7.4)(18)),
and, off C, it is obvious.

By construction, t/J * Y 1 t/J( c) = X|03C8(C). Hence, if there exists Z E V such that
y = ~(Z) = 03C8-1*(Z | 03C8(M2)), necessarily Z|03C8(C) = X|03C8(C) and, by continuity,
Z(x)=X(x)~0. It follows that Y e ~(Vx). Since Vx ~ 03A32(V) and ~(Vx) ~ W,
(2.10)(b) yields that g(V X) E E2( W). From (6.6)-(6.10), we know that then

If possible, suppose 03C8(y) ~ x. Then, by (2.4), there exists U E L* such that
U(x) = 0 and U(03C8(y)) ~ 0. The formula (1) shows that
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and therefore ~(U) ~ Wy and U E Vx, contradicting (2). Hence 03C8(y) = x.
Furthermore, y E C; for, as C is closed in M2 and 03C8 is both open and one-one, the
assumption that y ~ C is incompatible with our hypothesis that x = 03C8(y) is in the
closure of 03C8(C). In fact, then x ~ 03C8(C), and 03C8(C) must be closed. Since it is also
open and connected, 03C8(C) = Ci. This evidently proves that 03C8 is a diffeomorph-
ism of M2 with the union of certain components of Ml; and (8.2) is therefore
proved in full. However, (8.1) is now almost obvious: ç may be factorised as

t/J,; Ij, where j is the map which transforms a vector field on Mi to its restriction
over 03C8(M2), and both 03C8-1* 1 and j clearly carry the fields of a given kind (globally,
locally, or conformally Hamiltonian) onto all fields of the same kind on M2 or
03C8(M2) respectively; the assertions (8.1)(a)-(f) follow.

(8.4) COROLLARY. In (8.1)(a)-(f), each of the epimorphisms must split in the
category of Lie homomorphisms.

(8.5) REMARKS.

(a) The conclusion of (8.1) holds under weaker hypotheses. The proof (8.3)
requires only that the image of cp be 1-ample when the domain is Li or Li, 2-
ample when the domain is 03931; and that it satisfy certain ’separation
hypotheses’ which were ensured in (8.3) by its including Li.

(b) We have of course tacitly (though largely unnecessarily) assumed our
manifolds have empty boundary. If they were allowed to have boundaries,
we could not prove as in (8.3) that 03C8(C) = C1 or that the image of 03C8 is open.
However, our method may be somewhat tediously modified to prove that, in
this case also, 03C8 is a diffeomorphism with its image.

(8.6) THEOREM. Suppose that, in any of the cases (8.1)(a)-(f), (8.2)(a)-(c), the
Lie homomorphism cp is an isomorphism. Then there exist a diffeomorphism 03C8 of
M2 with M1 and an everywhere non-zero function Co E C(M 2) such that

03C92 = c003C8*(03C91) and

~ = 03C8-1*;

in particular, the domain and range of 9 must consist of vector fields of the same
kind.

(8.7) THEOREM. Suppose that, for i = 1, 2, (Mi, coi) is a symplectic manifold of
class W and of positive dimension; and let cp: A(M 1) --+ A(M2) be an epimorphism of
Lie algebras. Then there are a diffeomorphism 03C8 of M2 with an open and closed
subset of M1 and an everywhere non-zero function Co E C(M2), and an F-linear
map 03A6: A1 ~ C(M2) vanishing on A(’), such that W2 = c003C8*(03C91) and
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Proof. Use the notations of (7.3). By (4.5)(4), 03BC-1i d is a Lie epimorphism with
kernel C(Mt). As (p is epimorphic,

consequently ~ induces a Lie epimorphism K: L*1 ~ L! such that 03BC-12 d~
= 03BA03BC-11 d. By (8.2), there is a diffeomorphism 03C8 of M2 with an open and closed
subset of M 1, and there is a non-vanishing c0 ~ C(M2), such that W2

= c003C8*(03C91) and K = c003BC2-103C8*03BC1. Hence 03BC-12 dcp = c003BC-12 d03C8* and d(~ - c003C8*)
= 0. It follows that

However, it is easily checked, for instance from (4.5)(2), that c003C8* is a Lie algebra
epimorphism. Thus, for any f, g ~ A1,

from (2). This completes the proof of the Theorem.

(8.8) ADDENDA. It is trivial that, for 03C8, co, and (D as in the theorem, (D + c003C8*
is a Lie homomorphism A1 ~ A2. In general, it is not onto (for instance, 03C8 might
be the identity of a compact real symplectic manifold M, A1 = A2 = A(M), and
co might be identically equal to unity. Then c003C8* is the identity of A(M), but it is
clear from (5.4) that - in the notation used there - if

then (D + c003C8* is not epimorphic, being the projection on A(1). Thus the
homomorphisms to which Theorem (8.7) applies are, more generally, those
which difïer from epimorphisms by linear maps whose kernel includes Ali) and
whose image is included in C(M2). When H2n(M1, F) = 0, as for the real case
when Mi has no compact components, then (5.3) shows that all such linear maps
vanish, so that all epimorphisms A(M1) ~ A(M2) are of the form c003C8*.

(8.9) NOTES

(a) As in (8.5)(a), one may prove (8.6) under weaker hypotheses (those which
ensure that (8.3) remains valid). An alternative approach would be to
construct directly from (6.5) - but in the present context it would be

uneconomical to do so.

(b) Suppose that Ml is real and compact, with components Ql,..., Qa; and M2
has components R1,..., R,. Whether in (8.2) or (8.6), M2 must also be
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compact and b  a. We may suppose 03C8(Rj) = Qj for 1  j  b, and identify
C(M1) with IRa, C(M2) with Rb, and 03C8*: C(M1) ~ C(M2) with the projection
on the first a coordinates Rb ~ IRa, in the obvious way, with isomorphisms

The isomorphisms Ai ~ C(Mi) Q) A(1)i of (5.4) give rise to projections
03C0i: Ai ~ C(Mi) which, in view of (5.3), may be expressed by

and similarly for n2’ Hence the 03A6 of (8.6) takes the form 03A6 = 03C42039403C4-11 ’7r,, where
A: Ra 6 Rb is a linear map, and ni is given by (1). However, c003C8* carries C(M1)
on to C(M2):

where 03BB1, ... , Âb are the values of co on RI, ... , Rb respectively; and c003C8* also
carries Ali) on to A(1)2. It follows that ç = c003C8* + 03A6 will be surjective if and only
if T + A: Ra ~ Rb is surjective, where

(Any noncompact components of M1 or M2 may be ignored for the purposes
of the question of surjectivity; on the corresponding factors of A1, 03A6 vanishes

and c003C8* is onto.)

(8.10) THEOREM. Let (Mi, Wi) be a symplectic manifold of positive dimension
and of class CC, for i = 1, 2. If 9: A(M 1) --+ A(M2) is a Lie algebra isomorphism,
then there is a diffeomorphism t/J of M2 with Ml, and there is a nonvanishing
function CI E C(M2), such that 03C92 = C003C8*(03C91) and ~ - c003C8* vanishes on the
commutator of A(M1) and takes values in the centre of A(M2).

(8.11) REMARK. A symplectic manifold (M, 03C9) of class CC has dimension zero if
and only if 0393(03C9) = 0; or if and only if L(co) = 0; or if and only if L*(03C9) = 0; or if
and only if A(M) is abelian. It is therefore trivial to describe what happens to the
preceding results if one omits the requirement that the manifolds be of positive
dimension.
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